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Abstract

Identifying the origin of information posted on social media and how this
may have changed over time can be very helpful to users in determining
whether they trust it or not. This currently requires disproportionate effort
for the average social media user, who instead has to rely on fact-checkers
or other intermediaries to identify information provenance for them. We
show that it is possible to disintermediate this process by providing an au-
tomated mechanism for determining the information cascade where a post
belongs. We employ a transformer-based language model as well as pre-
trained ResNet50 model for image similarity, to decide whether two posts
are sufficiently similar to belong to the same cascade. By using semantic
similarity, as well as image in addition to text, we increase accuracy where
there is no explicit diffusion of reshares. In a new dataset of 1,200 news items
on Twitter, our approach is able to increase clustering performance above 7%
and 4.5% for the validation and test sets respectively over the previous state
of the art. Moreover, we employ a probabilistic subsampling mechanism, re-
ducing significantly cascade creation time without affecting the performance
of large-scale semantic text analysis and the quality of information cascade
generation. We have implemented a prototype that offers this new function-
ality to the user and have deployed it in our own instance of social media
platform Mastodon.
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1. Introduction1

When coming across a new piece of information posted on social media,2

users may wish to assess its trustworthiness. To do so, they either rely3

solely on their own knowledge and intuition or take considerable time to4

check where this information came from in the first place and whether it has5

been modified since first published. However, investigation on information6

provenance is not trivial and as such, many social media users will not have7

the time, motivation or knowledge to conduct it. Instead, they may rely on8

intermediaries, such as third-party fact-checkers or the social media platforms9

to do it for them. Even if we assume that these intermediaries are always10

correct and trustworthy themselves, by the time a false rumour has been11

fact-checked, it has already spread to a large part of the population. In12

fact, there is a trade-off between the number of people required to flag a13

post before it is forwarded for professional assessment versus the number of14

people exposed to it until it is assessed [1]. At the same time, misinformation15

travels faster than reliable information (one sixth of the time it took truth to16

reach 1500 people in [2]), and posts made by individuals or organisations who17

are experts in a particularly subject or topic (which is going viral) may not18

necessarily be visible to users due to author/post popularity (e.g., followers,19

likes, re-shares etc.) [3].20

If users themselves were able to identify more easily the provenance of a21

post’s information at the point of accessing it, they would think twice before22

resharing it and this would naturally curb the spread of “infodemics”. Here,23

we take the first steps towards such a provision. Contrary to most existing24

research in this area, where information cascades are built in a deterministic25

manner based on explicit resharing (e.g., retweets on Twitter), our approach26

is stochastic, looking at the degree of similarity between different posts. The27

little prior work that exists in this area has used statistical word similarity,28

which however misses posts where the semantics may be the same even if the29

wording is not. In addition, the previous work has used only textual simi-30

larity, while the spreading of news or rumours on social media makes heavy31

use of images (the average number of reposts with images being estimated to32

be 11 times larger than those without images [4]). Here, we explore whether33

incorporating image similarity together with textual similarity can improve34

the identification of information cascades in social media.35

Specifically, this paper introduces the following novel contributions to the36

body of machine learning techniques for addressing misinformation in social37
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media [5]:38

• A method for monitoring implicit information diffusion and its resulting39

information cascades over social networks40

• A method for improving clustering performance by combining textual41

and image similarity detection based on deep learning42

• An efficient post subsampling method to increase the scalability of our43

approach based on sentence embeddings44

• A prototype tool implementing automated information cascade identi-45

fication on an existing social media platform46

2. Related Work47

2.1. Identifying information cascades48

Information diffusion has been studied since the beginning of the social49

media phenomenon as part of the pattern and knowledge discovery dimen-50

sion of Camacho et al.’s four dimensions of social media analysis [6]. Using51

explanatory or predictive modelling, the aim is typically to derive latent in-52

formation about users and communities of users [7]; why information has53

been diffused in a particular way; where it will be diffused in the future [8]54

and whether [9, 10] or how [11] it will “go viral” (for marketing [12], polit-55

ical [13] or other reasons). In terms of provenance of information in social56

media, most existing research has focused on explicit diffusion, as captured57

for example through retweets on Twitter and shares on Facebook [14, 15].58

This kind of provenance is deterministic, as the social media platform itself59

guarantees the path the information travelled. However, after users come60

across a post on social media, they may repeat its content without explicitly61

resharing it word for word. The information is still spreading, yet this cannot62

be captured by explicit diffusion models.63

Having utilised post similarity between users’ own posts and their friends’64

recent posts to reconstruct information cascades, Barbosa et al. [16] reported65

that at least 11% of interactions are not captured by the explicit reply and66

retweet/share mechanisms. Taxidou et al. [17] have also shown that limit-67

ing to explicit resharing cannot capture accurately the influence that a post68

has had. Instead, they proposed looking at implicit diffusion too, and in69
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their work they suggested reconstructing information cascades using statis-70

tical word similarity based on TF-IDF (Term Frequency–Inverse Document71

Frequency). Here, we adopt the same direction of implicit diffusion lead-72

ing to stochastic information cascades, but we progress beyond statistical73

similarity to semantic similarity, as different users may describe the same74

information using very different wording. In addition, the same or very sim-75

ilar images may be used to describe the same piece of news even if the text76

appears different. In these cases, considering image similarity in conjunction77

with semantic text similarity can add context that has not been previously78

considered in identifying information cascades in social media.79

2.2. Transformers in text similarity tasks80

For Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks, such as those gaining81

increasing attention in social media for analysing information provenance and82

credibility, Deep Learning (DL) models and in particular Recurrent Neural83

Networks (RNNs) empowered with Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM), have84

gained widespread popularity [18] because of their ability to capture the85

semantics of the words and in consequence generalize over a range of contexts.86

Recent works use baseline machine learning models such as Latent Dirichlet87

Allocation (LDA) empowered with word semantics to improve clustering of88

aspect terms according to their aspect category [19] and topic modeling [20].89

Support Vector Machines (SVM) have also been used towards this direction90

by being fed with two dense vectors to determine the degree of semantic91

similarity between two input sentences. The first one utilizes word-to-word92

similarity based on Word2Vec embeddings [21] and the latter is built using93

the word-to-word similarity based on external sources of knowledge [22].94

However, these DL and baseline NLP architectures have been observed95

to lack the capability to support inductive transfer learning when it comes96

to new NLP tasks, because fine-tuning pretrained word embeddings (e.g.97

Word2Vec [21], Glove [23]) only target a model’s first layer and also be-98

cause the main task model (e.g., the specific NLP task to be addressed) re-99

quires training from scratch. In response to this limitation, Language Mod-100

els (LM) have been proposed [24], which distinguish contextually between101

similar words and phrases by incorporating the distribution over sequences102

of words into model weights. Initially, LM architectures were found to lack103

computational efficiency, since they preclude parallelization, making it a con-104

straint when it comes to training big sequence lengths. However, recent work105

based on Transformers-based network architectures [25] have revolutionized106
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NLP problems by replacing the RNNs with Multi-Head Self-Attention (see107

Subsection 3.1). Transformers rely on an encoder-decoder architecture to108

extract the meaning from word representations and their relationships, and109

can be fine-tuned on a wide range of NLP tasks, such as question answering110

and paraphrase identification, without substantial architecture modifications111

[26].112

Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) [26] is113

a LM based on a transformer network [25] designed to pretrain deep bidirec-114

tional representations from unlabeled text by jointly conditioning on both115

left and right context in all layers. For pretraining, BERT relies on self-116

supervised learning and, in particular, has two objectives: a) Masked Lan-117

guage Modeling (MLM), and b) Next Sentence Prediction (NSP). In MLM,118

a random sample of the tokens (15% of the input sentence) is removed and119

replaced with the special token [MASK]. The objective of the model is to120

predict the masked tokens using a cross-entropy loss function. Regarding121

NSP, it is a binary classification task that aims at predicting whether two122

sentences follow each other in the original text, thus negative examples are123

artificially created by pairing sentences from different documents.124

Robustly Optimized BERT Pretraining Approach (RoBERTa) [27] is an125

optimized BERT successor with several modifications to improve the LM126

pretraining: a) training the model longer, with bigger batches, over more127

data; b) removing the NSP objective; c) training on longer sequences; and128

(d) dynamically changing the masking pattern of the MLM. As a result,129

RoBERTa has managed to surpass BERT’s performance on every NLU task130

included in GLUE (General Language Understanding Evaluation) bench-131

mark [28], including Paraphrase Identification (PI) and Semantic Textual132

Similarity (STS) tasks.133

Surprisingly, despite their generalizability in several tasks, BERT and134

RoBERTa do not provide efficient sentence embeddings [29]. Averaging the135

word embeddings of BERT provides worse latent sentence representations136

than other models trained on this task, such as Universal Sentence Encoder137

(USE) [30], a transformer-based network combined with a deep averaging138

network [31] specifically trained to produce meaningful sentence embeddings.139

To this end, Sentence-BERT (SBERT) and Sentence-RoBERTa (SRoBERTa)140

models have been introduced in [29]. They are comprised of two identical141

networks (e.g., BERT), where each one has a different sequence as input and142

the objective is to decide whether the two sentences are semantically similar143

by using cosine similarity as a distance metric, extracting useful embeddings144
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in this way.145

2.3. Image in information diffusion tasks146

In addition to text, information diffusion in social media has also been147

studied in relation to images, for predicting the future popularity of a given148

piece of information [32, 33] or the proliferation of misinformation [34]. For149

example, Jin et al. [4] have found that images used in disinformation can have150

distinctive distribution patterns both visually and statistically. McParlane151

et al. [35] have focused on image popularity prediction by considering visual152

appearance, content and context. Relevant to our work is Cheng et al.’s153

work [33] which used image matching to identify copies of the same image154

and place them into corresponding cascades, but without considering text155

similarity.156

More recently, pretrained deep learning models such as VGG16, VGG19,157

ResNet50, InceptionV3, Xception, InceptionResNetV2 are increasingly adopted158

to retrieve high level image features [32][36][37][38]. In [36], pre-trained model159

InceptionResNet V2 was used to derive useful information from photos for160

popularity prediction in social media. VGG19 was adopted in [37] to extract161

deep features in addition to extracting basic features including texture and162

colour of images. Galli et al. [32] have used VGG16 to take sentiment into163

consideration for social media popularity prediction.164

In this paper, we propose the use of two deep learning architectures to ex-165

tract both visual and textual information and fuse them together afterwards166

to evaluate how similar two posts are. In particular, we collected posts from167

Twitter to monitor how information spreads in social media by identify-168

ing diffusion of the posts containing the same or similar content (i.e., text169

and/or images). This could benefit not only misinformation detection but170

also various pattern recognition applications such as information retrieval,171

classification, clustering and change detection.172

3. Discovering Probabilistic Information Cascades173

In social media, implicit information diffusion processes [17] between174

posts can manifest over varied conditions based on their content, such as175

whether a post contains text, an image, video, URL, or any combination176

of these. If different posts have sufficient similarity between these respective177

content features, they can be considered the same or slightly different versions178

of the same information. Here, we focus on discovering information cascades179
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taking into consideration both text and image content similarity. Below, we180

provide a detailed overview of the algorithms and models used, with exam-181

ples demonstrating the objectives of these methods for reliably linking posts182

within associated information cascades, followed by an overview of their in-183

tegration into a systematic information cascade discovery pipeline.184

3.1. Text similarity185

Text similarity deals with determining how similar two pieces of text are.186

It is considered to be a Natural Language Understanding (NLU) problem187

that, unlike NLP, deals with machine reading comprehension. Therefore, the188

objective of text similarity is to identify whether two or more pieces of text189

represent the same information, albeit with varied use of language, and as190

such, a trained Artificial Intelligence (AI) model should be able to process191

natural language in a way that is flexible and not exclusive to a single task,192

genre or dataset. Typically, in the field of NLP and NLU, this is considered193

to be an AI-hard problem[28].194

To develop our text similarity evaluation for information cascade discov-195

ery, we have chosen RoBERTaLARGE model for the text similarity and feature196

extraction tasks. RoBERTa follows an encoder-decoder network architecture.197

The encoder part is composed of a stack of N = 12 identical layers, where198

each of them has two sub-layers connected in a residual manner and followed199

by layer normalization. The first sub-layer is a Multi-Head Self-Attention200

mechanism, and the second is a fully connected feed-forward neural network.201

Residual blocks introduce skip connections are employed around each of the202

two sub-layers and finally produce embedding outputs of dimension dmodel =203

1024. The decoder is composed of a stack of N = 12 identical layers, but204

includes a further sub-layer (three in total) to perform Multi-Head Attention205

over the output of the encoder. Like the encoder, residual connections are206

used for merging their outputs, followed by layer normalization [25, 27].207

The efficiency of transformers is mostly based on the Multi-Head Self-208

Attention mechanism, which defines which parts of a sentence are highly209

related with each other. In practice, this mechanism makes use of a set of210

queries Q applied to a set of keys K and provides the most relevant values211

V . The Self-Attention is given by:212

A = softmax

(
QKT

√
d

)
V (1)
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where d is the dimensionality of the key vectors used as a scaling factor.213

The Multi-Head Self-Attention enables the model to attend to several and214

different representation subspaces at different positions by concatenating the215

outputs of the heads.216

MultiHead(Q,K, V ) = Concat(head1, ..., headh)W
o (2)

where h denotes the number of heads, which in the RoBERTaLARGE case are217

equal to 16. W o represents the weights of the dense layer that follows the218

Multi-Head Self-Attention.219

An advantage of RoBERTa against BERT for text-based information cas-220

cade identification is its pretrained architecture which benefits from a more221

diverse range of datasets (larger corpus). For example, its training corpus222

includes the CommonCrawl News dataset1 which contains 63 million English223

news articles and has a larger vocabulary size (50 thousand units) compared224

to BERT’s (30 thousand units).225

We used the SRoBERTa large 2 model pretrained on two NLI datasets,226

SNLI [39] and MultiNLI [40]. SNLI consists of 570,000 sentence pairs anno-227

tated with the labels entailment, contradiction, and neutral, while MultiNLI228

is a collection of 433,000 crowdsourced sentence pairs, containing the same la-229

bels but covering a range of genres of spoken and written text. SRoBERTaLARGE230

was trained using a batch size of 16, Adam optimizer with learning rate 2e-5,231

and a linear learning rate warmup over 10% of the training data [29].232

The model was retrained and evaluated afterwards on the Semantic Tex-233

tual Similarity Benchmark (STS-B) dataset [41] reaching a score of 86.39 in234

Spearman’s rank correlation; it is a collection of sentence pairs, comprised235

by 7,000 training and 1,400 test samples, drawn from news headlines, video236

and image captions, and NLI data. The pairs are human-annotated with a237

similarity score from 1 (lowest) to 5 (highest), while the task is to predict238

these scores. A model’s performance on this task is evaluated using Pearson239

and Spearman correlation coefficients, while it should be noted that it is a240

regression task.241

In our approach, we exploit the retrained on STS-B model to extract242

useful text embeddings from the input posts. The extracted embeddings are243

represented by an array consisting of 1024 float numbers. After acquiring244

1http://commoncrawl.org/2016/10/newsdataset-available
2https://github.com/UKPLab/sentence-transformers
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Table 1: Examples included in the STS-B train set

Examples Normalized STS score
1: A man is smoking.
2: A man is skating. 0.10
1: Three men are playing chess.
2: Two men are playing chess. 0.52
1: A man is playing the cello.
2: A man seated is playing the cello. 0.85

the embeddings of an input posts we apply cosine similarity to identify the245

N most similar existing posts and pass them to STS service.246

In relation to textual similarity and paraphrase identification, we used247

two alternative approaches to train our STS model. The RoBERTaLARGE was248

trained seperately on the Microsoft Research Paraphrase Corpus (MRPC) for249

Paraphrase Identification (PI) and on STS-B for STS. The MRPC dataset250

[42] is a corpus of sentence pairs (3,700 training and 1,700 test samples)251

included in online news sources, annotated by humans to define whether252

the sentences in the pair are semantically equivalent; it is imbalanced (68%253

positive, 32% negative pairs). Unlike STS-B, MRPC is a dataset handled by254

classification algorithms.255

We trained the model for both datasets using a batch size of 8 and Adam256

optimizer with learning rate 1e-5 for 5 epochs, achieving results almost iden-257

tical with those reported in [27]. The evaluation of these two models is258

presented in Section 4. It should be noted that while the RoBERTaLARGE259

MRPC model produces outputs from 0 to 1, the RoBERTaLARGE STS-B260

model produces outputs from 1 to 5. So, during the decision process, they261

are normalized by dividing by 5. Table 1 presents some examples from the262

STS-B training set.263

3.2. Image similarity264

Due to context, such as date and occasion, the conditions for assessing265

image similarity in information diffusion tend to be stricter than text sim-266

ilarity. For example, consider two separate images of a politician taken in267

direct point-of-view, standing at the exact same lectern, in the exact same268

room, holding a government press conference on television on different days.269

In both images, the politician is wearing a suit, in one image blue, and in270

the other black. In this case, the images are likely to yield high similarity271
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with respect to their content, but they should be considered different images272

and representative of different information contextually. On the contrary,273

considering the two images of the same nature, where the politician wear-274

ing the black suit, on the same day, with a news broadcasting logo overlaid275

on the bottom right of the image, and the other with no news channel logo276

visible, should be considered the same image and representative of the same277

information contextually.278

However, relying on similarity analysis of images alone for reliable infor-279

mation cascade discovery is naturally prone to false positives, because images280

related to branding and advertisements (e.g., the “breaking news” image or281

a company’s logo) are often reused. This may cause the erroneous creation282

of information cascades between them when there is no real connection be-283

tween them other than the reuse of a generic image. To address this, it284

makes sense to combine image similarity with text similarity and deriving a285

combined similarity metric.286

To illustrate the requirements of strict image similarity in information287

cascade generation, in Figure 1 we provide an example of three pairs of288

social media post images from our TNCD dataset, which are related to the289

same piece of information. In Exhibit A, we can observe that the exact same290

image has been used between two posts, with a small news logo overlaid291

on the bottom right the first image, and with the images being a different292

resolution. In Exhibit B, the same image has been used, with the first image293

being a lower quality, and smaller resolution than the second. Finally, in294

Exhibit C, it is clear these are different images but are related to the same295

sportsperson, at the same event.296

To evaluate image similarity in the context of information cascade discov-297

ery, we adopted existing approaches in image embeddings and metric learn-298

ing. In image embedding, a robust and discriminative descriptor is learned to299

represent each image as a compact feature embedding. Typical descriptors300

include SIFT [43], LBP [44], ORB [45], HOG [46] and Convolutional Neural301

Network (CNN) embedding’s [47]. In this work we employ feature descrip-302

tors generated by an existing CNN which employs unsupervised learning to303

extract latent features, implemented in a Keras pretrained model, as the304

base for our image feature embeddings generation. For the purposes of com-305

parison, we have used two CNNs: ResNet50 [48] (Figure 2) and the Visual306

Geometry Group (VGG) submission to the ImageNet Challenge [49].307

The image embeddings are extracted by the deep CNN network, which has308

multiple layer (M) and nm neurons in themth layer (m= 1,2, ...M). For a given309
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(a) Exhibit A (0.962 similarity): The same image, with
different resolution and news broadcaster logo on bottom
right of left image

(b) Exhibit B (0.945 similarity): The same image with
different resolution and varying image quality

(c) Exhibit C (0.689 similarity): Different images of
same sportsman at the same event.

Figure 1: Comparison of image similarity based on strict cascade link requirements

image, Em is the output of the m layer, where Em = σ(Wmx+bm): Wm is the310

projection matrix to be learnt in the mth layer and bm bias vector; σ is the311

non-linear activation function. In each of the CNN networks, a parametric312

non-linear function f: image→ Em projects an image of D dimensions into a313

sub-space of N dimensions in the mth layer. In this sub-space similar images314

would be closer to each other and dissimilar images to be further apart.315

Residual Networks (ResNets) introduce skip connections to skip blocks316

of convolutional layers, forming a residual block [48]. These stacked residual317

blocks greatly improve training efficiency and largely resolve the vanishing318

gradient problem present in deep networks. With a top five accuracy of319

93.29%, ResNet50 model won the ImageNet challenge [49] (or ILSVRC),320

which is an annual competition using a subset of ImageNet [50] (a large321

visual database designed for use in visual object recognition of over 15 million322

labelled high-resolution images belonging to roughly 22,000 categories) and323
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Figure 2: VGG16 and ResNet50 image embeddings

is designed to foster the development and benchmarking of state-of-the-art324

algorithms. ResNet50 learns a 2048N dimensional embeddings of an image325

from the last layer of stage five (see Figure 2). In contrast, VGG16 has 13326

convolutional and 3 Fully Connected (FC) layers, and was employed to learn327

a 4096N dimensional embeddings of an image from FC2 layer. See Figure 2328

for a process comparison between ResNet50 and VGG16 image embedding.329

In metric based learning, a distance metric is utilised to learn from CNN-330

embeddings in an latent space to effectively measure the similarity of images.331

Considerable efforts have been made to define intuitive image distances in332

information retrieval [51, 52, 53, 54], including Cosine similarity, which mea-333

sures the similarity between two vectors of an inner product space. It is334

measured by the cosine of the angle between two vectors and determines335

whether they are pointing in roughly the same direction. It is often used to336

measure image similarity as well as document similarity in text analysis (as337

in Section 3.1).338

For each pair of images (Ii, Ij) with image embeddings (Emi, Emj), im-339

age similarity is computed by cosine similarity on image embedding features340
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based on Eq. 3:341

ImageSimilarity(Ii,Ij) =

∑N
n=1 E(mi,n) ∗ E(mj,n)√∑N

n=1E
2
(mi,n) ∗

√∑N
n=1 E

2
(mj,n)

(3)

3.2.1. Information cascade pipeline342

To identify information cascades in a manner which is practical for real-343

world deployment, we have developed a pipeline for iterative evaluation of344

social media posts as they are shared online. When a new post is published,345

we immediately assess its similarity against all existing posts published up to346

that point. This is possible by employing an efficient subsampling technique347

using cosine similarity analysis, which we describe in step 2 of the Informa-348

tion Cascade Pipeline below. To demonstrate the utility of the subsampling349

process, in Figure 7 (see section 4.3) we illustrate how the pipeline cosine sub-350

sampling latency, combined with RoBERTaLARGE STS latency (i.e., using a351

fixed subsample of i posts based on the highest cosine scores, as described in352

step 3 of the pipepline), is capable of processing millions of posts in under 5353

s using our single computer testbed configuration. The Information Cascade354

Pipeline can therefore support information cascade discovery in webscale on-355

line social media platforms.356

The Information Cascade Pipeline implements the following steps: 1)357

Extract Feature Embeddings, 2) Subsample Candidate Posts, 3) Semantic358

Text Similarity, 4) Post link threshold algorithm. In Figure 3, the Informa-359

tion Cascade Pipeline is illustrated visually with notation for each processing360

steps’ algorithmic inputs and outputs (See Table 2 for notations).361

In step 1, after a new post p is published to a social media platform and362

stored in the platform database, its text content pt and image content pm363

are extracted to generate post sentence embeddings (pt,f ) and image sen-364

tence embeddings (pm,f ), using our RoBERTaLARGE and ResNet50 models,365

respectively. Note that the Information Cascade Pipeline is only activated366

for newly published posts if the post contains at least three words, with or367

without an image. Where this condition is met, extracted feature embed-368

dings are stored in a post database alongside existing original post content369

for future post similarity analysis (i.e., when new posts are published). In370

step 2, the set of all existing post feature vectors E is queried from the post371

database and a pairwise comparison of the newly published post text and372

image feature embeddings (pt, pm) is made with each of the existing posts’373

in E (et,f , em,f ). For each pairwise comparison, for both text et,f and image374
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em,f feature vectors, a cosine similarity score is generated with the results375

st,α, sm,α added to cosine similarity sets St and Sm, respectively. Next, a sub-376

set of text Tt and image Tm samples is selected from each cosine similarity377

set St, Sm, based on the highest respective cosine score, for example, where378

Tt = S∼t,ai ∪ {max(St \ Sti)}. In our experiment, for text, we have selected379

i = 8 as the upper limit of existing posts to forward to semantic text sim-380

ilarity analysis, for images as our aim to find the most similar image in all381

existing posts, we have used i = 1. In step 3, for each st ∈ Tt, we compute382

the semantic text similarity (STS) score st,β (using our STS-b fine-tuned383

RoBERTaLARGE model) for all eight existing post text feature embeddings384

in Tt, adding these to the set Tt,β, forwarding the computed STS scores for385

cascade link threshold analysis. Step 4 represents the final processing step386

where the sets of subsampled STS scores Tt,α and image cosine similarity387

scores Sm,α are assessed by the post link threshold algorithm which evaluates388

whether the text and image similarity scores satisfy a predefined threshold389

for creating a cascade link. Here, θt, θm represent the link threshold for se-390

mantic text similarity and imagine cosine similarity, respectively. Based on391

our experiments, we have derived optimal θ for text and image similarity392

using a gridsearch during the RoBERTaLARGE and ResNet50 fine-tuning393

process. In step 4, the algorithm also checks if the existing subsampled post394

has a cascade ID sc 6= 0, or not sc = 0 (i.e., where 0 refers to the default395

cascade ID for singleton posts that have no cascade association). If the sub-396

sampled post’s text and image similarity with the new post is equal to or397

above the required similarity threshold the subsampled post’s is checked to398

see if it has an existing cascade ID assigned to it. If the the subsampled post399

has a cascade ID, the newly published post pc, linking the newly published400

post to corresponding information cascade. Otherwise, a new cascade ID is401

created for both the new and subsampled post by selecting the next highest402

cascade number in the existing set of cascade IDs C queried from the post403

database, where pc = 1+maxc∈C . If no comparison threshold is satisfied, the404

newly published post is considered a singleton post and is assigned the de-405

fault cascade ID sc = 0. Note that in the case of STS and cosine score ties for406

the new post across multiple subsampled posts, time is used as a tiebreaker407

to ensure a single link is created for a post in any given information cascade.408

In Figure 4 an example of the Information Cascade Pipeline output is409

shown for an identified cascade in our TNCD dataset. Here, the pipeline410

shows that it has linked primarily via semantic text similarity, where θt = 0.5,411

as derived from the gridsearch optimisation, and st,β ≥ θt). Note that, should412
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Table 2: List of symbols for Information Cascade Pipeline

Variable Definition
pt Raw text from post
pm Raw image from post
pt,f Extracted SRoBERTaLARGE text feature embeddings
pm,f Extracted ResNet50 image feature embeddings
E Set of existing post text & feature embeddings (et,f , et,f ) & cascade IDs (ec)
et,f Text feature embeddings for post e ∈ E
em,f Image feature embeddings for post e ∈ E
St Set of all text feature embeddings cosine scores ∀e ∈ E
Sm Set of all image feature embeddings cosine scores ∀e ∈ E
st,α Text cosine similarity for post st ∈ St
sm,α Image cosine similarity for post sm ∈ Sm
Tt Set of top i cosine scores for text st,α in set St
Tm Set of top i cosine scores for text sm,α in set Sm
st,β Semantic textual similarity (STS) score for subsampled post st ∈ St
Tt,β Subset of text semantic text similarity(STS) scores
sc Cascade ID for subsampled post s ∈ S
C Set of all existing Cascade IDs
θt Link threshold for text similarity
θm Link threshold for image similarity
pc Assigned cascade ID for new post p

Figure 3: Information Cascade Pipeline
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st,β < θt (0.5 in this case) for the fourth post in the case, the cascade pipeline413

would still have correctly linked the fifth post in the cascade, based on its414

image similarity cosine score.415

STS .63 STS .69

STS .62

IMG .96

STS .78

IMG .36

Time

Earliest source
of information

Most recent source
of information

Figure 4: Example of Information Cascade Pipeline output for a identified cascade in the
TNCD dataset

4. Experimental Analysis and Validation416

4.1. Experiment methodology and testbed417

For the experimental analysis of the Information Cascade Pipeline, we418

have pre-trained multiple models for text and image similarity, where each419

set of models was validated on publicly available datasets optimised for their420

respective inference tasks. The experiments were executed on a single com-421

puter workstation equipped with a NVIDIA GTX 1080 Ti GPU featuring422

11gigabytes RAM, 3584 CUDA cores and a bandwidth of 484GB/s. We423

used the Python numpy library for matrix multiplication, Re library for text424

preprocessing (i.e., regular expression operations), emoji3 library to convert425

emojis into text and Transformers4 and Simple Transformers5 frameworks426

for retraining and evaluating the RoBERTa model. In the case of TF-IDF,427

3https://github.com/carpedm20/emoji
4https://github.com/huggingface/transformers
5https://github.com/ThilinaRajapakse/simpletransformers
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Table 3: Details on TNCD

Parameters Validation set Test set
no. of posts 600 600
no. of posts in cascade 306 281
no. of cascades 57 60
no. of posts with images 579 599
min no. of posts in a cascade 2 2
max no. of posts in a cascade 12 13

we used the NLTK library6 to remove English stop words and scikit-learn7 to428

compute the features. To accelerate the tensor multiplications, we used the429

CUDA Toolkit with cuDNN, which is the NVIDIA GPU-accelerated library430

for deep neural networks.431

4.2. TNCD dataset432

To evaluate the performance of our approach we collected 1,200 news433

items posted on Twitter. We call this the Twitter News Cascade Dataset434

(TNCD). It contains posts (text and images) retrieved from sportsmen,435

politicians and news channels accounts, most from September 2020. We436

used the tweepy8 library to access the Twitter API. The posts are human-437

annotated regarding whether they belong to a particular information dif-438

fusion cascade or not. Table 3 presents some of the characteristics of the439

created dataset. It is equally split into validation and test set, with each set440

containing 600 posts. This was done in order to tune the values of θt and θm441

(see next subsection). It should be noted that all posts contain text but not442

all contain images.443

4.3. Performance evaluation444

To assess the effectiveness of our Information Cascade Pipeline and demon-445

strate the usefulness of its hybrid text and image similarity detection model446

ensemble (using RoBERTalarge for semantic text similarity, finetuned on the447

STS-b dataset), we have conducted a comparative analysis of the TNCD448

6https://www.nltk.org/
7https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.feature extraction.text.TfidfVectorizer.html
8https://www.tweepy.org/
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dataset across four different algorithms that could be applied in step 3 of In-449

formation Cascade Pipeline. Namely, different pipeline configurations for se-450

mantic text analysis which leverage 1) a standard pretrained SRoBERTaLARGE451

text similarity model (pretrained on the SNLI and MRPC datasets), 2) a452

pretrained RoBERTaLARGE text similarity model fine-tuned for paraphrase453

identification classification tasks using the MRPC dataset, 3) a TF-IDF fea-454

ture extraction model using cosine similarity (based on work in presented in455

[17], and 4) pretrained RoBERTaLARGE text similarity model fined-tuned on456

the STS-B dataset. All of the above were evaluated, also by combining them457

with the ResNet50 image similarity model, (as well as with VGG16 combined458

with pretrained RoBERTaLARGE on the STS-B, for comparison) as part of459

the hybrid text and image cascade generation process. Each pipeline config-460

uration was evaluated using the “Post Link Threshold Heuristic” defined in461

the Information Cascade Monitoring pipeline architecture (see Figure 3).462

For evaluating each pipeline configuration’s performance, we have selected463

the Fowlkes-Mallows index (FMI) [55], which is typically used to determine464

the degree of similarity between clusters of data points obtained via a clus-465

tering algorithm. Common evaluation metrics such as accuracy and F1-score466

used in classification are not applicable to clustering algorithms, or machine467

learning approaches which assign a group-based identity to data points, since468

their performance evaluation is not as simple as counting the number of false469

positives and false negatives, or the precision and recall. This is due to the470

fact that the evaluation metric should not consider the exact values of the471

cluster labels but rather check whether a cluster is comprised of similar data472

according to a set of ground truth labels. The FMI metric provides a suitable473

metric for measuring the performance of information cascade generation ac-474

cording to the confusion matrix analysis used in our experiment training and475

testing results (e.g., True Positive (TP) - post correctly linked to a cascade,476

True Negative (TN) - post correctly not added to a cascade, False Positive477

(FP) - post incorrectly added to a cascade, False Negative (FN) - post in-478

correctly not added to a cascade). This is because information cascades can479

be naturally grouped as clusters of interrelated data points. The FMI score480

itself is represented in a range from 0 to 1, where the higher the value the481

more similar the datapoints within a given information cascade:482

FMI =
TP√

(TP + FP )(TP + FN)
(4)
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where TP depicts the true positives, i.e. the number of pairs of posts that483

belong to the same cascade in both the ground truth labels and the predicted484

ones), FP the false positives, i.e. the number of pairs of posts that belong to485

the same cascade in the true labels but not in the predicted labels, and FN486

the false positives, i.e. the number of pairs of posts that belong in the same487

cascade in the predicted labels and not in the true labels.488

During the preprocessing phase, for the case of the transformer-based489

approaches we removed usernames (e.g., USER) and URLs, while the in-490

cluded emojis were “deemojified” into text (e.g., :smile). On the other hand,491

for the TF-IDF approach we removed also the English stop words from the492

posts’ texts and punctuation before computing the TF-IDF features. Af-493

terwards, to optimise the selection of text and image similarity threshold494

parameters θt and θm in the “Post Link Threshold Heuristic”, we perform495

a grid-search of their parameters. In Figure 5, each heatmap illustrates496

the FMI score achieved for different text and image similarity cascade link497

thresholds parameters across each grid-search iteration. We have excluded498

the RoBERTaLARGE MRPC model from the best θt search since it is trained499

on a binary classification task, and as a result this threshold is already de-500

fined to 0.5. The best θt was 0.25 for TF-IDF, 0.5 for RoBERTaLARGE STS-B501

and 0.6 for USE and SRoBERTaLARGE. For all approaches, the optimal θm502

was 0.9.503

The evaluation of each pipeline semantic text similarity configuration (Ta-504

ble 4) shows that RoBERTaLARGE fine-tuned on MRPC achieves the lowest505

performance. This was expected as the MRPC dataset focuses on para-506

phrase classification rather than semantic text similarity. By comparison,507

SRoBERTaLARGE pretrained on the NLI and STS-B datasets model achieves508

a higher FMI score (validation +11.5% and test +9.66%), while the USE509

model reached even higher FMI scores, 84.06% and 84.03% for the valida-510

tion and test set respectively. For RoBERTaLARGE fine-tuned on STS-B,511

the model outperforms RoBERTaLARGE MRPC by a FMI score of over 18%.512

This improvement in performance is reasonable given the problem defini-513

tion of information cascade monitoring focuses on the semantic similarity514

between text (STS-B), and fine-tuning the model further on this dataset op-515

timises its attention task towards semantic text similarity tasks. Moreover,516

the RoBERTaLARGE STS-B surpasses by over 7% the performance of TF-517

IDF-based approach presented in [17] on the validation set and over 4.5%518

for the case of the test set. Finally, our proposed text (RoBERTaLARGE519

STS-b) and image (ResNet50) ensemble detection model obtained the high-520
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Figure 5: Heatmaps representing the influence of the θt, θm values to the obtained FMI
on the: a. TF-IDF, b. RoBERTaLARGE STS-B, c. USE, and d. SRoBERTaLARGE on
the validation set

est FMI score and incidentally provided the most accurate configuration for521

information cascade monitoring. We observe that including image similar-522

ity in the information cascade monitoring process has led to a meaning-523

ful performance benefit for all model configurations we have tested and for524

RoBERTaLARGE STS-b (validation: from 92.07% to 93.40%, test: 91.55% to525

92.02%), which was the best performing model. Furthermore, we examined526

also the use of VGG16 embeddings obtaining almost identical scores with527

those of ResNet50 (validation: 93.40%, test: 91.96%); however, extracting528

embeddings in VGG16 is more computationally expensive (VGG16 has ap-529

proximately five times the number of model parameters defined in ResNet50),530

which results in significantly increased execution latency (i.e., for 1,000 itera-531

tions the inference time per image is 0.117 ms for the VGG16 while only 0.052532

ms for the ResNet50). Moreover, it is worth mentioning that by following a533

greedy approach (i.e., excluding sentence embedding-based subsampling) we534
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Table 4: Information cascade discovery performance

Model Integration Validation FMI Test FMI
TF-IDF[17] (text) 84.40% 86.80%
TF-IDF[17] (text) + ResNet50 (image) 86.00% 87.50%
USE (text) 82.10% 84.23%
USE (text) + ResNet50 (image) 84.06% 84.93%
RoBERTaLARGE MRPC (text) 66.41% 66.37%
RoBERTaLARGE MRPC (text) + ResNet50 (image) 69.92% 73.34%
SRoBERTaLARGE (text) 81.42% 81.15%
SRoBERTaLARGE (text) + ResNet50 (image) 81.42% 83.00%
RoBERTaLARGE STS-B (text) 92.07% 91.55%
RoBERTaLARGE STS-B (text) + ResNet50 (image) 93.40% 92.02%

obtained the same cascade FMI scores for both VGG16 and ResNet50 image535

similarity models when used in conjunction with our STS-B model. There-536

fore, for execution latency performance reasons alone, we selected ResNet50537

as the image similarity deep learning architecture in our Information Cascade538

Pipeline.539

To validate the performance of our heuristic algorithm which integrates540

the combination of text and image similarity for cascade link selection, we541

have performed an experimental comparison with related research by Sakaki542

et al., who proposed in [56] an alternative formula for combining text (lin-543

ear SVM classifier over Bag of Words) and image (Scale-invariant feature544

transform with SVM) similarity models:545

Scorecombined = Scoretext × a+ Scoreimage × (1− a) (5)

where a is set as a ratio of the text score and an image score to combine two546

scores appropriately. The authors used a equal to 0.244. However, for the547

case of our dataset we found out that the best a is 0.95 and the Scorecombined548

term should be above or equal to 0.45 in order for a post to be included549

in a cascade. Table 5 presents the obtained results using ResNet50 and550

RoBERTaLARGE for image and text similarity respectively. Experimental551

results with our Twitter dataset reported that our heuristic algorithm out-552

performs the method proposed by Sakaki et al., which reported a validation553

FMI score of 92.64% and test score of 91.85%, compared to 93.40 and 92.02554

for our approach, respectively. At the time of writing and to the best of our555

knowledge, there has been no study other than Sakaki et al.’s exploring the556
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Table 5: Performance of comparison of text and image integration heuristic algorithms

Integration Algorithm Validation FMI Test FMI
Sakaki et al. (2014) [56] 92.64% 91.85%
Our Method* 93.40% 92.02%
*See Figure 3 - Step 4

integration between post text and image similarity modelling in social media557

information cascade or diffusion analysis.558

Figure 6 shows a tree-based representation of the information cascades559

identified. Here, black links represent TP connections in the cascade, while560

the red links represent FP connections in the cascade. As shown, the largest561

information cascade presented in our TNCD dataset is correctly identified562

to consist of 13 posts. Delving deeper into the predicted FP links (Table 6),563

we can observe that some can easily be confused as similar even by human564

annotators. The first example presented in Table 6 presents two posts that565

talk about the political relationship between the U.S and Iran, with the first566

mentioning that the U.N. sanctions against Iran have been restored, while567

the second one that they will be reimposed. The posts included in the second568

example pair refer both to fatal car accidents, and the street number included569

in the first post equals the age of the driver in the second post.570

Table 6: False positive examples on the TNCD test set

Examples STS
score

1: The Trump administration has declared that all U.N. sanctions
against Iran have been restored, a move most of the rest of the world
rejects as illegal.
2: U.S. says U.N. sanctions on Iran to be reimposed Saturday. What
does that mean?

0.5386

1: The driver who died heading eastbound in a pickup truck on State
Road 40 when the driver of a sport utility vehicle entered a curve and
veered into the eastbound lane.
2: The man in his 40s was fatally injured and pronounced dead at the
scene

0.5177

In line with the previous state of the art [17], we evaluate the performance571

of the Information Cascade Pipeline with respect to its computation latency572
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Figure 6: Created cascades in the TNCD test dataset (red links represent the false positive
links)

when processing newly published posts on a social media platform. As our573

objective is to integrate the Information Cascade Pipeline into a real tool574

for supporting the assessment of information trustworthiness in social media575

(Section 5), our analysis takes into consideration the latency for information576

cascade analysis of each new post published. Therefore, here, processing577

latency represents the total processing time required to assess information578

cascade association for every new post. In Figure 7, we first compare the579

processing latency of a new post with all existing posts E, for up to 10,000580

posts across three methods: 1) bruteforce (greedy) pairwise STS processing581

with no subsampling, 2) hierarchical clustering subsampling ([57]) + STS582

subset (subset i = 8), 3) cosine similarity subsampling mechanism + STS583

subset (subset i = 8), and 4) TF-IDF estimation followed by cosine similar-584

ity. In subfigure 7a, we observe an expected high linear increase in process-585

ing latency as the number of stored posts for brutefore comparison increases586

(approximately 29 minutes for 10,000 posts), whereas for clustering, cosine587
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comparison (which includes a fixed STS subsample of eight posts) and TF-588

IDF, the processing latency is orders of magnitude lower and relatively stable589

as the number of stored posts increases. Subfigure 7b shows that hierarchical590

clustering also follows a relatively linear processing delay compared to cosine591

subsampling, albeit with significantly reduced processing time compared to592

STS bruteforce (approximately 30 s for 10,000 posts). In subfigure 7c, co-593

sine subsampling takes approximately 4 s to process 1,000,000 posts. The594

results demonstrate that our Information Cascade Pipeline cosine similarity595

subsampling with a fixed-size STS subset, can support web scale analysis pro-596

viding lower estimation time than the previous TF-IDF approach [17] above597

10,000 examples. This is due to the fact that the estimation of TF-IDF index,598

similarly to that of the cosine similarity, increases as the number of stored599

posts increase, while the RoBERTa-based STS estimation is applied only to600

8 posts, and is therefore constant. Subfigure 7c displays, also, the computa-601

tional expense of including the image processor in our pipeline. Similarly to602

text similarity, finding similar images is based on applying cosine similarity603

over ResNet’s embeddings so it is highly dependent on the number of stored604

posts. As result, the computational cost of including image similarity as605

well is almost twice as high when compared to ours text-based similarity ap-606

proach, however, it is still reasonable; it is few milliseconds higher (≈160ms)607

than using only the TF-IDF based text analysis, while having a much higher608

information cascade discovery performance (≈7%). Moreover, it is worth609

highlighting that the estimation of TF-IDF requires updating the already610

estimated and stored TF-IDF in the database TF-IDF. By comparison, our611

method storage of text embeddings is static and does not require continuous612

updates. Note that this functional behaviour is not reflected in the plots,613

which display only the estimation times and not the transactions with the614

database.615

5. Prototype implementation of the Information Cascade Pipeline616

mechanism617

In this section, we provide an overview of our prototype Information618

Cascade Pipeline implementation on a private instance of the decentralised619

social media platform Mastodon created for the EUNOMIA9 project. Figure620

9https://eunomia.social
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7: Performance evaluation of Information Cascade Pipeline computation time: a)
text similarity only (including bruteforce); b) text similarity (no bruteforce); c) text Vs.
text+image (no bruteforce)

8 is a high-level illustration of the Information Cascade Pipeline integration621

within the platform. Specifically, the information cascade monitoring pro-622

totype is an independent module which interfaces with EUNOMIA’s private623

Mastodon API to access posts’ information, whilst receiving new published624

post content via the EUNOMIA services orchestrator. Our prototype im-625

plements a post analysis component which communicates with the internal626

post database, text and image similarity components. Here, the Information627

Cascade Pipeline described in Figure 3 is activated when a published post628

meets a predefined minimum word length for cascade processing.629

EUNOMIA Services
Orchestrator Post Analysis

Private Mastodon
Social Network
platform testbed

Social network
platform API
interface(s)

Text similarity

Image Similarity

Post Database

Information Cascade Monitoring Prototype

Digital Companion

User space

Figure 8: High level overview of the information cascade monitoring prototype within the
the EUNOMIA system architecture

Figure 9 shows a screenshot of the prototype information cascade user630

interface, presented to the user as a side panel that is accessed via the ”Show631

other similar posts” link shown under each post that belongs to a cascade.632

The Information Cascade Pipeline has identified an information cascade and633
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Figure 9: Screenshot of the information cascade as visualised to the EUNOMIA user

has ordered it chronologically, highlighting to the user the earliest and most634

recent posts in the cascade.635

6. Conclusions636

Identifying cases in social media where information has spread or been637

replicated by users, without them explicitly resharing it, is a complex task.638

Intelligent mechanisms capable of autonomously monitoring the implicit dif-639

fusion of information on social media can help analyse the true virality and640

spread of information as it propagates in real-time. Importantly, such mech-641

anisms can help a user identify the provenance of information and how it642

may have changed over time. Here, we progressed beyond the state of the643

art in this direction by applying semantic as opposed to statistical similarity,644

as well as by incorporating also image similarity. This involved employing a645

transformer-based model and a deep Convolutional Neural Network for tex-646

tual and image similarity respectively. In addition, our post subsampling647

approach was able to make our method applicable to real-world online social648

networks. We implemented and deployed our prototype in our own instance649
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of the decentralized social media platform Mastodon. While we have found650

the prototype to already be practical, it is not able to re-evaluate the mem-651

bership of posts in existing cascades. In particular, the similarity of orphan652

posts (not yet included in a cascade) should be re-estimated after a certain653

time. This would decrease false negatives, but would need to be performed654

in a manner that is scalable for a real-world social media platform. Also,655

larger transformer-based architectures could be exploited to increase the per-656

formance of semantic textual similarity and information fusion mechanisms657

extracting relational embeddings from text and image pairs, and in this way658

enable an end-to-end approach. We consider these as interesting directions659

for future research.660
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